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DISCOVER THE DRYSHIELD DIFFERENCE

Practice dentistry like never before. 

High suction. Saliva ejectors. Bite blocks. Dry angles. Cotton rolls. Gauzes…You can replace them all 
with one simple, powerful isolation solution. DryShield helps to keep your work environment dry, 
clean and visible. By removing the normal barriers to getting your work done without a flurry of motion 
from your dental assistant, you’ll be able to work more efficiently. You’ll enjoy a more productive office 
environment and have even more satisfied patients. DryShield will also pay for itself patient after patient 
by reducing your procedure times. 

ONE SIMPLE DEVICE THAT DOES IT ALL

DryShield performs all of the tasks of a high-suction evacuator, bite block, tongue guard and oral 
pathway protector in one easy-to-use device. It’s an intelligent breakthrough in isolation, bringing 
unmatched levels of ease and comfort to doctors and patients alike.

1 Suction

Removes water, saliva and debris from patient’s 
mouth to keep your work area dry

2 Interchangeable Bite Block

Available in multiple sizes to facilitate access and 
maximize patient comfort for all mouth sizes

3 Tongue and Oral Pathway Shield

Keeps patient’s tongue shielded and oral 
pathway protected from trauma

5 Cheek Retractor

Keeps patient’s cheek retracted to improve 
visibility and protect it from trauma

Easy-to-Insert Design  

Mouthpiece can be inserted in a few 
seconds, and removed even faster

4 Airway Protection 

Protects airway from particles and debris 

DryShield is engineered to be fully autoclavable.
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SEAMLESS, COST-EFFECTIVE  
INTEGRATION

Fully Autoclavable. Portable. Installs in Seconds.

SO MUCH TO LOVE, SO EASY TO USE

What Sets DryShield Apart?
DryShield was designed by a practicing dentist who understands the challenges patients
and dentists face. This real-world understanding of dentistry has led to a product that provides
superior isolation of the oral cavity for professionals and unmatched comfort for patients.

• DryShield has been engineered to be fully autoclavable

•  The DryShield mouthpiece is constructed from silicone material  
to provide a soft, smooth and flexible mouthpiece that contours  
comfortably to a patient’s mouth

•  DryShield is amazingly easy to install in only a few simple steps— 
no special equipment needed

•  DryShield has been designed to achieve unmatched suction

•  The DryShield mouthpiece comes with multiple holes and  
passageways designed to direct air and water flow efficiently

• DryShield is effortlessly portable for operatories and offices

Find out more at DryShield.com or 1 888 DRY.0300


